To our knowledge, the most widely used automated DNA sequencers in the world are the Model 377 and Model 373 DNA Sequencers manufactured by PE Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA, USA). These sequencers detect the emission spectra of the four fluorescent dyes in sequencing reactions that are excited by an argon ion laser. Each of the four possible bases are labeled by a different dye, possessing a different spectral profile. These sequencers differentiate between different dyes by looking over four separate ranges of wavelengths or "windows". Each window is chosen to encompass the centroid of the emission spectrum of one of the dyes.
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Because the emission spectra are diffuse over a large range of wavelengths, there is considerable spectral spillover between windows. To prevent this overlap from interfering with base-calling, the amount of overlap of each spectral emission in each window is measured and stored as a 4 × 4 matrix specific to each sequencer and dye set. On a PE Applied Biosystems sequencer, this matrix is then applied to all subsequent chromatograms, which use that particular set of dyes on that particular instrument to attenuate the spectral spillover effects.
If one were to create a new matrix using a PE Applied Biosystems sequencer, matrix standards would have to be run, and the resulting trace files would need to be analyzed with the DataUtility program provided with ABI PRISM™DNA Sequencing Analysis Software (1) . A matrix standard is a sample of sequenced DNA that only has one of its four bases marked with a corresponding fluorescent dye. Four such standards are necessary to create a new matrix; one standard per base. The traces created from these standards would then be processed by the DataUtility program, with the user indicating the "points" value and the "start at" value. The points value indicates the number of data points over which the electropherogram should be analyzed to produce the matrix, and the start at value is simply the value of the first of these data points (2). The DataUtility program would then process the four control electropherograms and, if all goes well, create a new matrix file based on resulting spectral emission data.
It has been well established that the matrix values vary strongly from instrument to instrument due to slight inconsistencies between the color filters or the charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras (3). However, we have found that the optimum matrix can vary from run to run even on the same machine and using the same chemistry (J.J. Schageman, unpublished data). Rather than load a set of matrix standards on each gel and use them to determine the matrix in the manner suggested by PE Applied Biosystems as outlined above, we adopted the strategy of choosing a high-quality lane on the gel file in question, making four copies of its trace file and applying the DataUtility program to create an entirely new matrix. This led to noticeable improvements in the base calls and in the overall quality of the trace file. However, it is a time-consuming process, and often no new matrix can be created due to what the DataUtility program reports as "Cannot find enough good peaks". In this event, the entire procedure must be repeated either with four copies of a different trace file or with different choices of the "start at" or "points" parameters within DataUtility.
To save time and reliably compute an optimum matrix, we have developed a program called MatrixMechanic, which will create a PE Applied Biosystems-style matrix file based on five points in the gel file. These points are chosen by the user: one for each of the four bases, and one to account for differing baselines or background levels of the four bases' individual chromatograms. The pixel values identifying the locations of these points can be read off the top of the gel file ( channel and scanvalues) as the pointer is moved. MatrixMechanic will create a matrix file under almost any circumstance; the notable exceptions being: (i)when the user has chosen the points so poorly that one or more of the matrix values becomes negative or (ii) when the determinant of the matrix is too close to zero. However, not all computed matrixes are op - timum, and care must therefore be taken in the choice of the five points submitted to the program. For example, peaks that are displayed along the side of the gel file as having a flat top, will give spurious relative intensity values. Therefore, avoid them. While the precise algorithm used by DataUtility is unknown, we have attempted to approximate it. The algorithm used by MatrixMechanic is a simple one. It first searches the gel file for the data values stored at the memory locations corresponding to the four bases' peaks (chosen by the user) and creates a raw matrix. These four peaks should be chosen as clear examples of the bases present in the gel file, and be careful not to choose peaks that are displayed as having a flat top, as this will lead to incorrect relative values in the raw matrix and all subsequent matrices. The raw matrix values are displayed on screen as the user types in their choice of the background point. The background point should be chosen in a place in the gel file where no peaks are present. The values of the four bases at this background point are subtracted from the values in the raw matrix to create a corrected matrix. If any values in the corrected matrix are negative, the user's choice of background has somehow exceeded their choice of signal, and the program will automatically abort. If all values are positive, the next step is to normalize the matrix by dividing all rows by their diagonal elements. The resulting normalized matrix is then transposed, displayed to the user and stored in the matrix file in the form preferred by ABI matrix file architecture (K.M. O'Brien, unpublished). This matrix file can then be transferred to the ABI folder in the System folder on the Macintosh ® hard drive and used exactly as any other matrix file is used.
Comparing Figures 1 and 2 demonstrates the utility of the program. Figure 1 shows a portion of a trace file after being processed by the instrument matrix originally created for this sequencer and this dye set. Notice the high baseline levels under the string of Cs between base number 40 and 50 and elsewhere in the trace. Also notice the two missed bases: one between bases 20 and 21 and the other between bases 23 and 24. Figure 2 shows this same data after being processed with a matrix created by MatrixMechanic. The two previously missed bases are now called (bases 21 and 25), and throughout the trace file the baselines are substantially reduced, leading to higher data quality scores as assigned by PHRED/ PHRAP (base calling and quality analysis software by P. Green, University of Washington, private communication). Also, the first Ns (disregard extraneous data at the beginning of the run, which may be confusing) present in the traces were at base 558 and base 719, respectively. Of the 48 lanes on this gel file, 46 were base-called using both the instrument matrix and the newly generated matrix. Both sets of traces were analyzed by PHRED/PHRAP. The traces base-called using the instrument matrix were reported as 34 quality reads, with an average read length of 449.09 bp. The traces base-called with the customized matrix were reported as 38 quality reads with an average read length of 696.11 bp. Therefore, for this gel file, customizing the matrix led to an average improvement in quality read length of 55%. The dye set used in this data was the BigDye ™ Primer (PE Applied Biosystems); however, MatrixMechanic will work with any dye set, including both primer and terminator chemistry.
MatrixMechanic is available for downloading as freeware at the Web site http://gestec.swmed.edu/gestec2.htm along with a complete set of documentation and a copy of an ABI matrix file to which the program can rewrite new matrix values. It is strongly suggested that a copy of this particular matrix file be kept in the same folder as the program. Due to the vagaries of ABI matrix file architecture (for example, the locations of comments and machine serial numbers within the file are not constant) not all ABI matrix files can successfully be rewritten by MatrixMechanic. A copy of the source code is also provided should the user wish to review the method used in more detail or make any modifications. As written now, MatrixMechanic will only work with gel files created by the Model 377 DNA Sequencers equipped with the XL upgrade (i.e., collection software Version 2.0 and analysis software Version 3.0) and with the ASTRAL Hyperspectral Imaging DNA Sequencer (4). However, we believe that customizing the matrix from run to run on either a Model 377 without the XL upgrade or even a Model 373 will still improve data quality and read lengths, even though MatrixMechanic cannot be used in either of these cases and one must rely on use of DataUtility.
MatrixMechanic was written with Metrowerks Code Warrior Version 2.1 on a UMax SUPERMAC PPC clone (UMax Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA); however, it also runs on a variety of other Macintosh computers.
